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SENT BY CERTIFIED MAIL

Dear Gov. Bryant;

I am a physician in Greenwood Mississippi. My family and my property
have been under "throw a brick and hide your hands" attack by Muslim
attorney, Lee Abraham for 15 years. This protracted chain of abuse
began when I associated with Sayed Rafique, MD, another Muslim who
conspired with Lee to control cancer services in North Central
Mississippi. In a recent episode, Rafique stole $1,000,000 in drugs and
accounts receivable owned by the Cancer Center and got away with
converting his stolen assets with impunity. Jim Hood did not investigate
this theft nor has the Greenwood Police Department effectively
investigated my attempted assassination. When you extract assets in
this amount from most small businesses, they cannot survive. When
my agents can easily retrieve contents from my stolen billfold from the
assassin's trash, which is deep in drugs and child prostitution, I have a
problem with Abraham's police. Abraham orchestrated the fraudulent
election that resulted in a mayor who has a chief of police who knows
what to ignore. Jim Hood is a business associate of Lee Abraham and is
in a position to share in massive group tort litigation over which he has
given Lee contractual authority.

Rafique is the son of a rural war-lord in Pakistan. My informants tell me
cocaine sourced by Rafique's family is shipped to the north shore of
Mexico, transported by 18 wheeler across the Mexican border to
Greenwood, and distributed across the southern US by Lee's network of
drug traffickers. This is hearsay and not fact I can prove. What is
certain is that Leflore County bought for18 wheeler trucks with county
money for which no one understands a purpose.
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Five days ago an attempt to assassinate me was narrowly avoided. I am
certain beyond reasonable doubt the assassin was a post-hypnotic
delusional victim of Lee Abraham's Illuminati drug manipulation. I say
that because during the encounter the assassin stated that a 24 year old
African American I had seen that morning in the Cancer Center was his
father, and that "he'd seen videos". His delusions made the attack no
less ·d'c:.:.dly.

Jim Hood made no effort to investigate the $1,000,000 theft and asset
conversion described above. The detective department of Greenwood
has made no apparent effort to investigate my assassination attempt. I
have not been interviewed since I left the emergency room, nor was I
meaningfully interviewed while there.

Lee's associate, Preston Rideout, was active in the Greenwood campaign
for mayor, and election fraud was rampant. Electric bills were paid,
natural gas bills were paid, grocery bills at specified stores were paid,
tanks of gasoline at specified stations were paid; drugs were handed
out; the list is long and obvious. The mayor, of course, appoints the
Chief of Police. The Head Detective is appointed by the Chief of Police.
There have been 10 drug related murders in lithe hood" this year and
not a single arrest. Lee is in control. Numerous fires of black owned
property have occurred with no arrests or convictions. The fire chief,
also appointed by the Mayor, regularly "contains" the fires by hosing
water on the roof while the properties are destroyed.

Lee is a brilliant sociopath who has acquired cultural manipulative skills
of the Illuminati. Lee fronts as a Catholic and a believer in the US
Constitution. He is in reality a social cancer, a practicing Muslim deep in
organized crime helping Obama corrupt this nation's fabric. His cancer
is growing in Greenwood and in the Mississippi Delta.

I am asking you and the new Republican majority in the Mississippi
legislature to create a special Ad Hoc Committee on Lee Abraham and
militant Muslimism in Mississippi. I believe the findings of this
committee will force Jim Hood to resign and could change the social
structure in the decaying Mississippi Delta.



There are two "chat lines" in this region, each with over 50 girls, many
under age 18. I have compelling evidence that this burgeoning business,
said to be more profitable than the street drug business, has been home-
grown by Lee using rohypnol and Illuminati pharmacological
manipulation as central subversive, mind-altering tools. Several
virginal black females age 9 to 15 tell me they climbed into Lee's black
truck, iLL~h.:ent!.Ydrank-his cool aid, passed out, and awakened naked.
with wet sore bottoms, deflowered and then told they were "working
for Lee now". They prostituted under threat of death or severe physical
retribution.

I am begging you to help the nation to understand the subversion of its
strength and character by the likes of Barack Obama and Lee Abraham.
A focused effort on your part could have this effect before the up-
coming presidential election. The evidence I have acquired on Lee
Abraham, and placed in video format at multiple sites, should survive
my death. The evidence is so obscene I believe it will influence the
presidential election. Lee knows this. He still wants me killed, as
power, dirty money, Jihad, destruction and hate are the Muslim way.
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